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ideal for marine
environments
specifically designed for marine
applications
Used onboard commercial vessels & 
marine service companies
rina classification society approval
allows vessels to comply with imo 
solas fss codes

the Portamarine® is an upgraded version 
of coltraco limited’s previous Portamarine 
generation, providing an updated solution, tailored 
specifically to marine requirements. over the last 
27 years, coltraco limited has had the pleasure of 
supporting the marine industry with the ability to 
inspect fixed fire suppression systems in a quick 
and safe manner and we currently have equipment 
onboard 9,000 commercial vessels worldwide and 
many hundred marine service stations globally. 
We hope this equipment will help to grow that 
experience and provide new, improved solutions 
for our customers. 

the Portamarine® has been specifically 
designed for testing multi-banked co2 cylinder 
fire suppression system cylinders, stored in 2, 3 
or 4 rows deep, to make the process as quick as 
possible to complete. it can also operate on the 
vast majority of other fire system agents including 
fm200™, novec 1230™, halon (for defence 
applications) and all other clean agent systems. 
the equipment is fully classification society 
approved, accurate to +/-1.5mm and proves 
a significantly safer and quicker solution when 
compared to weighing as a means of identifying 
cylinder content.

•	 tyPe - Portable Ultrasonic marine 
liqUid level indicator

•	 Part nUmber  - 2290334-coPm
•	 nato stocK nUmber: 6680-99-192-2735
•	 ncaGe: Kd983



technical 
sPecifications
manUfactUrer
model
Part nUmber
nato stocK nUmber
PoWer sUPPly
accUracy
WeiGht
disPlay
controls
liqUid Gases aPPlicable

oPeratinG temP & hUmidity

sensor

Warranty

coltraco limited, UK
Portamarine
2290334-coPm
nsn 6680-99-192-2735
4 x aa 1.5v batteries, approx 10 hour battery life
Proven accurate to +/-1.5mm (0.063”)
328g (420 with batteries included)
lcd numeric digital and led display
on, off, sPa, cal
co2, fm200™, novec 1230™, halon, clean agents, 
Water oils & a variety of other liquids
-10c to +70c, humidity range 5% to 95%. some agents 
can restrict the operating temperature range.
Ultrasonic, single crystal, piezoelectric, transceiver sensor. 
fitted with hand enclosure and magnetic head
3 year Warranty provided with the equipment and full 
replacement service in the event of any failures. 
1 year Warranty provided on sensors.

Key featUres
multi-banked 
extension rod
available in two variants, the extension rod allows 
the rear rows of marine co2 systems to be easily 
reached and tested.
•	 standard rod  -  20mm  -  ideal for the vast 

majority of applications & standard spacing 
between cylinders.

•	 mini-extension rod  - 12mm  -  the 
compact, lightweight variant (pictured above). 
at only 14mm wide, able to work on even the 
most tightly packaged cylinder systems.

hands free operation
each model has eyelets to allow straps to be 
connected, for the unit to hang around the 
operators neck. this provides complete hands free 
operation for the technician, allowing work to be 
completedquicker.

led Panel
comes with an extended panel of 10 bright led’s 
providing indication to the operator. this allows for 
easy use in dark environments and highly accurate 
readings.

sPa feature
the sPa is used to increase the power output of 
the unit and increase the sensitivity of the unit 
when registering the return signal. this allows for 
continued operation on poor condition, rusty or 
thick walled cylinders.

cal feature
the unit has an auto-cal feature which, at the 
touch of a button, allows an operator to set the 
unit up correctly for each cylinder, taking into 
account the wall thickness, paint or coating on the 
cylinder, dimensions, agent and all other variable 
involved. this has a number of benefits:

1. User error is reduced as there is no manual 
tuning required which can often corrupt 
readings if done incorrectly.
2. dramatically reduces the time required  
to carry out testing as engaging feature only 
takes a matter of seconds
3. easy for the operator as testing process very 
simple to understand and carry out.

durable
the unit is housed in a solid plastic enclosure, 
ideally suited to protecting the internal electronics, 
even if the unit is dropped or roughly handled. 
the equipment comes with a 3 year Warranty but 
frequently lasts many years longer.
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marine 
service station 
aPPlications
for marine service stations or companies inspecting fixed marine co2 fire suppression 
systems, the Portamarine® provides an invaluable tool. being very quick to operate, highly 
accurate and classification society approved,  the Portamarine allows operators to complete 
their jobs quickly and accurately. 

as this provides a better solution compared to weighing, there is no longer a need to remove 
the cylinder from the manifold. this is not only safer but saves a vast amount of time, 
especially on very large systems. 

the equipment can be strapped around the operators neck, allowing two free hands to work 
and a series of bright led’s make operating in dark or cramped environments much easier. 
With the capability for easily measuring 2, 3 or 4 rows of co2 cylinders, the equipment is 
specifically tailored to the needs of marine applications.

shiPPinG 
comPany 
aPPlications
coltraco limited has the pleasure of having Portamarine® equipment working onboard 9,000 
vessels around the world. here the Portamarine® provides a unique capability onboard to 
help protect the vessel, cargo and crew from potential damage. 

it is common to come across marine co2 fire suppression systems where the cylinders 
have discharge or leaked, which leads to a reduction in the effectiveness of the system as a 
whole. this can easily go undetected in the interim period between annual inspections and by 
introducing an onboard maintenance procedure using this equipment, the crew, managers & 
owners can have confidence the system will operate effectively if required to do so. 

this can also lead to significant cost and time savings. if during annual inspections, cylinders 
are found to have discharged and replacements are needed, vessels could be stuck in port, 

extract from imo & fss codes:
international maritine organisation 
(imo) 
safety of life at sea (solas)
international fire safety systems (fss) 
code

chaPter 5 - fixed Gas 
fire-extinGUishinG systems
1. application - this chapter details the 
specifications for fixed gas 
fire-extinguishing systems as

required by chapter ii-2 of the 
covention
2. engineering specifications
2. 1 General
2. 1. 1 fire-extinguishing medium

2. 1. 1. 3 means shall be 
Provided for the creW to 
safely checK the qUantity of 
the fire-extinGUishinG mediUm in 
the containers 

comPliant With 
imo solas reGUlations

unable to leave until replacements arrive. this can cost many days sailing not to mention 
additional costs incurred whilst waiting. by introducing a regular maintenance program, the 
crew can check prior to annual inspections, identify any cylinders that need replacing and 
thus allow for preparations to take place, leaving no room for surprises. 

the Portamarine® is fully classification society approved and helps owners comply with imo, 
solas regulations as described here: 



oPeration
hoW does Portamarine® WorK?

1. ensure the surface of the cylinder is  
 clear and free from debris. select a   
 portion of the cylinder clean from rust  
 and peeling paint.

2.  Place the sensor / extension rob near  
 the top of the cylinder, below the   
 shoulder. 

3.  Press & hold the ‘cal’ button. the   
 panel of 10 x led’s will all ignite.

4.  move the sensor / extension down  
 the cylinder in small steps of a few  
 inches.

5. the led’s will remain ignited whilst  
 the unit is detecting gas (i.e. above  
 the liquid level).

6.  When the leds go off, the sensor /  
 extension rod has identified liquid.

7.  move the sensor / extension rod back  
 up the cylinder in very small steps to  
 identify the exact interface.

8.  When the led’s come completely   
 back on, this is the exact liquid level.

interactive traininG ProGramme
to aid new users learn how to use the Portamarine® and to provide the best methods for 
existing users to make the most of the equipment we have developed a training programme 
available both on dvd and online. www.youtube.com/user/coltracovideos

oPtional extras

coltraco, Portamarine®, Portalevel®, Portalevel® max, Portalevel® max marine, Permalevel®, Portagauge®, Portasonic® are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of coltraco limited, UK.  duPont™, fm-200®, fe-25™, fe-13™, and fe-241™ are trademarks or registered trademarks of e.i. du Pont de nemours 

and company and its affiliates. novec™ 1230 is a trademark owned by 3m.

ancillary Parts
additional sensors
Wet sensors  –  for rugged applications such as poor conditioned or rusty cylinders 
dry sensor  –  for standard applications

multi-banked extension rod
standard rod  –  28mm wide, normal build. ideal for vast majority of applications. 
slim line rod  –  only 14mm wide and lightweight, ideal for where cylinders are tightly packed.

Portatherm™
infrared thermometer providing quick indication of ambient tempratures.

Gas monitors
We also provide a wide range of Portable Gas monitors when required.

after sales sUPPort
by purchasing the Portamarine® from coltraco you can be assured of our full support to ensure 
you become a confident and competent user.

if ever you require additional support or would like a telephone teach-in from one of our 
technical team please call +44 1761 241 601 or email support@coltraco.co.uk

total sUPPort With 
Portacare®
3 or 5 year total maintenance 
Program to completely cap the
cost of ownership and guaranty 
maximum availability. back up 
units provided in the event of 
unit breakages with beyond 
Warranty levels of support.
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